of wisdom to rhetoric, of meaning to style than with an accurate use of sources. Misquotations can be used to reflect on narrators. Chaucer never openly criticises a character for gross textual harassment of Scripture, rather he allows his readers to draw their own conclusions about the characters from the way they apply biblical knowledge.
Given that the Vulgate was not accessible in the 14 th century to many of the same social and educational groups as those to which his characters belong, how successful is Chaucer in reflecting the type of biblical sophistication (or lack of it) that the various characters might be expected to pos-
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127 sess? Turning the question round: is there anything to be gleaned in Chaucer's works about levels of literacy in the late 14 th century, given that Chaucer intends to make his characters realistic? We have scant evidence of literacy at this time and have to rely on wills, bankruptcy lists, etc. for information on book ownership. However, I cannot see why we should not look at literary characters for clues about how the Bible is conveyed to lay people, the "lewd", and in what ways "auctoritee" trickles down to those with little learning in the fourteenth century. 1 Most university teachers these days complain about the atrociously low level of biblical knowledge of modern students. Even those who profess to know their Bible and claim to have learned it at Sunday School are still shaky on details. How many today are convinced that the Fall of the Angels and Christ's Descent into Hell are narrated in the Bible? However, detailed knowledge of the Bible by the laity is a post-Reformation phenomenon and we today are perhaps nearer the medieval mentality, receiving our biblical knowledge from films and TV as well as in fiction, just as medieval illiterati learned the Bible aurally and visually. We must not, however, underestimate the biblical knowledge of the illiterati, but at the same time we should be aware of the filters through which this knowledge passed and how it was integrated in a vast encyclopaedic understanding of the history of man and his universe.
Margery Kempe (c. 1373 Kempe (c. -after 1433 , for example, thanks the priest in Lynn who "read to her many a good book of high contemplation and other books such as the Bible, with doctors thereon, St Bride's book, Hilton's book, Bonaventure, etc. Thus through hearing of holy books and holy sermons she ever increased in contemplation and holy meditation." (Aston 1984: 120) (1979, 185) . This might appear to be a contradiction in terms but it reflects changing attitudes to literacy and the laity. (Fowler 1977: 165, 193) . Here are all the stories which Conscience then points out that the quotation is unfinished. Mede, he says, is like the lady who quoted "omnia probate" "test all things", but forgot the continuation, "quod bonum est tenete" "hold that which is good" which she would have found if she had turned the leaf: Ac 30W failled a cunnyng clerke that couthe the lef haue torned.
And if 3e seche sapience eft fynde shal 36 that folweth, A ful teneful tixte to hem that taketh Mede, And that is, animam autem aufert accipientium, etc.
And that is the taille of the tixte of that that 3e schewed, that, thei3e we wynne worschip and with mede haue victorie, the soule that the sonde taketh bi so moche is bounde (lines 343-349).
Lady Mede claims to be angry at Conscience's use of biblical texts, but continues with the partial quotation to show that gift-giving brings honour (Proverbs 22: 9). Conscience suggests that "a cunnyng clerk", an intelligent cleric, should have pointed out her partial, and hence misleading, quotation by turning the page and seeing the rest of the text. Conscience completes the Latin text and continues by paraphrasing it in English: "the soule that the sonde taketh bi so moche is bounde". Janet Coleman quotes from a late fourteenth-century sermon in which the preacher answers a parishioner's query about lay reading of the Bible.
The preacher says that the laity are not forbidden from reading Scripture, "but itt is forbede army lewde man to mysuse holywritte". Coleman interprets the sermon thus:
This preacher seems to be saying that it is inappropriate for an unlearned man to misuse the Bible, but he who is able to read and go further in his education should do so, for it pleases Christ... It is not enough to read Scripture; one must understand its meaning ... Dame Alisoun claims, again with apparent modesty, that she will be happy to remain a "wooden vessel" in her Lord's house and not aspire to be golden, whereas the biblical text goes on to compare the gold and the wooden to honourable and dishonourable states and encourages mankind to "purge himself from these, [and] There is a chance, as I have argued elsewhere, that the author of many of these glosses was Chaucer himself, but if it were not he, then it was a contemporary 'editor 7 of the text who was keen to point out the original source (see Caie 1975: 76-77) .
A further, significant conclusion one can draw from the glosses con- Here then is a woman, albeit a literary creation, who, like Margery Kempe, hears authoritative texts translated into the vernacular and uses them to make her case. The difference is that Margery has a "cunning clerk" who guides her reading, while the wife of Bath has a wily, exclerical, young husband who bends her ear day and night with antimatrimonial and anti-feminist quotations. The method she applies is exactly that which her beloved Jankin "this joly clerk Jankin, that was so The aim of such books was basically to keep the male undergraduates at college and not lose them, as they would have to leave if married. A few manuscripts of such compilations exist today and six have almost the same texts in them as in Jankyn's book, so we can only suppose that there were hundreds circulating, thereby adding fire to the antimatrimonial sentiment rife at this time (Pratt 1966: 619-642) . Such books were deliberately in Latin and intended for a small, select male student audience and never to reach the laity, far less wives, and it certainly had no place in the married household of Jankyn and Alisoun. We can only assume that Jankyn in his daily readings ("gladly, nyght and day") made quick translations into English for his wife's benefit, a state of affairs which she found intolerable:
And whan I saw he wolde never fyne We all know the result of this domestic disturbance.
The Wife gives a detailed account in over a hundred lines (669-786) of the contents of this book and, as she heard it recited daily, it is not surprising that she knew all the texts by heart, notably Jerome's Contra Jovinianum.
We must remember that we are dealing with a fictional character and that Chaucer could have endowed her with any amount of learning, but it would appear a subtle authorial decision to make her learning come from her husband's book. She, therefore, uses the same rhetorical device as that employed by the compilator of the Book of Wikked Wyves, namely taking texts out of context and twisting them for her own didactic purpose. On this occasion the same texts are used to argue for exactly the opposite case. This would explain why she bothers to mention the examples which do not suit her argument, such as that of the woman of Samaria.
Ironically, the character of Jankyn also finds his source in Jerome. He is described as a handsome young man with "his crispe heer shynynge as gold so fyn" (304). Such a description might be passed over had it not been for the marginal gloss which states "et procurator calamistratus et 
